Status

• Draft adopted as WG item on April 17
• Two additional revisions done since then
• Discussed in two virtual interim meetings
• Current revision: -02
From -00 to -01

- Added CGN stuff (per-subscriber quotas, counters, notifications).
- Added conformance groups and compliance statements.
- Added mapping table indexed by external 3-tuple.
- Punted on the issue of managing multiple NATs per SNMP agent.
From -01 to -02

• The MIB has been merged with the one from RFC 4008.
• The "NEW-" prefix was dropped.
• All objects from RFC 4008 have been marked deprecated.
• Our draft now should say "Obsoletes: 4008"
  (meant to do it but forgot, will be added in -03)
• Added section 2.1 that explains in detail why 4008 objects are deprecated.
• Removed all CGN-specific things and resubmitted them as
draft-perreault-sunset4-cgn-mib-00.
To-Do

- Multiple “realms” (a.k.a. VRFs)
- Minor polishing
- What else?
Proposed Next Steps

1. Publish -03

2. Reviews
   - Let's take names now! Please volunteer!
   - 2 operators: ________________, ________________
   - 2 vendors: ________________, ________________

3. MIB doctors

4. WGLC